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Article Body:
You might disagree and say, ˆLori Prokop what are you writing now?˜ But hear me out on this.
I believe finding happiness and success are more than just money.

If you are not finding happiness in your family, this is to remind you that you have the power
Here are Lori Prokop´s 8 ways to create (or re-create) a happy family:
1)

<b>Start with yourself.</b> Finding happiness starts by deciding that you will create

2)

<b>Look at yourself.</b> Ask yourself this question and give yourself a true answer: ˆ

3)

<b>Heal within any feelings of mistrust or anger.</b> This can seem to be an impossibl

People make mistakes. Some make them only once. Others repeat their mistakes over and over. Ea

If someone is being hurtful, blameful, angry or attacking, they are living at a very low emoti

Practice treating everyone in the family with love. You may not be able to be around them beca
4)

<b>Choose to live in the upper six levels of your Life Guidance System.</b> You have 2

Don´t be a part of family problems. Heal yourself and become a cure. Don´t tell your family yo
5)

<b>Encourage high regard for each other.</b> Teach, by example, that each family membe

With some wisdom and insight, it is easy to see how people´s personalities have developed. Eve

When the development process and history of their personalities is respected, even the most di
6)

<b>Have no certain expectations chiseled in stone.</b> Rather, expect the best and be

Do not expect everyone to change at once or that it will come easily. For some the change seem

This is sometimes a challenge because we want things right now. Many times I say to myself, ˆL

Pray their healing will be a safe, loving and wonderful experience. The most important element
7)

<b>Believe in assistance from a Higher Power.</b> This is a non-religious, non-denomin

8)

<b>Intend only the best for each family member.</b> One person using their power of in

When the intention of 100% pure light and love becomes a family practice, members will grow de

So here is what Lori Prokop believes. Ultimately, you can change even the toughest family situ
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